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Summary:

In June 2002, a helicopter geophysical survey was carried out over two areas at Valle, Setesdalen. The
areas are named Rotemo and Rysstad-Straumsfjord. The purpose of the surveys was to provide
geophysical information for mineral exploration. The data were collected and processed by the
Geological Survey of Norway (NGU). A total of 526 line-km of magnetic and radiometric data were
acquired using a nominal 200-m line spacing. The nominal flying height was 45 m above ground level
(AGL), and lines were flown in alternating directions at headings of South and North at RysstadStraumsfjord, and northwest and southeast at Rotemo. Measurement noise levels were within survey
specifications.
Initial processing was carried out on a flight-by-flight basis. Total magnetic field measurements were
collected using a cesium vapor magnetometer and corrected by removing diurnal variations as recorded
at a magnetic base station at Valle. Radiometric data were reduced using three-channel processing
according to procedures recommended by the International Atomic Energy Association. All final
processed data were gridded using 50-m square cells. Geophysical maps were produced at a scale of 1:50
000 and are considered as standalone products.
This report describes the aspects of data acquisition and processing of the survey.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In June, 2002, a helicopter geophysical survey was carried out over two areas at Valle,
Setesdal, Vest-Agder and Aust-Agder counties (see figures 1 and 2). The contractor was
Valley Metals Exploration AS. The total area covered is 198 km2 (87 km2 at Rotemo and 111
km2 at Rysstad-Straumsfjord) and the total distance flown was 526 line-km (134 line-km at
Rotemo and 392 line-km at Rysstad-Straumsfjord). Magnetic and radiometric data were
collected. The primary objective of the survey was to provide geophysical information to be
used in gold prospecting in the area.

Figure 1: Survey area, Rotemo. Scale 1:75000
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Figure 2: Survey area, Valle. Scale 1:100000
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SURVEY PARAMETERS AND CONDITIONS

Strong wind can increase the noise level of airborne geophysical data. High winds were not
frequent during the survey, but were encountered occasionally.

2.1

Magnetic data

Diurnal changes in the earth’s magnetic field affect magnetic data. The base station magnetic
field never indicated strong magnetic storm conditions during the surveys. Magnetic data
quality is excellent on all lines.
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2.2

Radiometric data

Radiometric data can be negatively affected by atmospheric radon. However, in this survey
radon contamination did not appear to be significant. The quality of the radiometric data is
good.
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DATA ACQUISITION

The survey aircraft was an Areospatiale Ecureuil SA 350 B-2 helicopter. Flying speed was
approximately 100 km per hour (28 meters per second). Flight lines over the survey areas
were in directions North and South at Rysstad-Straumsfjord and northwest-southeast (45o-315o)
at Rotemo with a flight line spacing of 200 m.
Senior engineer John Olav Mogaard was responsible for data acquisition and parts of the
processing. Additional processing and map production were done by Eirik Mauring. At
Rotemo, data were collected 6/6-2002, while data were collected 5/6-2002 at RysstadStraumsfjord.

3.1

Magnetic measurements

A Scintrex CS-2 cesium vapor magnetometer was used. The magnetometer resolution is 0.01
nT. Sampling rate was 10 measurements per second (approximately 3 meter spacing). The
magnetic sensor was towed approximately 30 metres above the ground, 15 metres below the
helicopter.
A Scintrex MP-3 proton precession magnetometer was located at Valle, and was used for base
station measurements. The base station magnetometer was synchronized with the helicopterborne magnetometer to ensure proper removal of diurnal magnetic changes from the
helicopter magnetic measurements. The magnetic total field at the base station was digitally
recorded during flights at a rate of 15 measurements per minute.

3.2

Radiometric measurements

The radiometric system, purchased from Exploranium, Ltd. of Canada, consists of four
sodium iodide (NaI) crystals (model GPX-1024-256) with a total volume of 1024 cubic inches
(16.78 litres). The NaI crystals are coupled to a 256 channel Exploranium GR820 gamma ray
spectrometer. Registration rate is one per second. An upward looking crystal was used in this
survey, and can if desired be used to correct for airborne radon contamination. The crystal
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package is mounted in a frame underneath the helicopter approximately 45 metres above the
ground.
The spectrometer is an energy pulse height analyzer that sorts data into 256 channels
according to energy magnitude. Every channel is 0.012 MeV wide. The full 256 channel
spectrum was recorded. Windows constructed from selected groups of channels record the
contributions of Potassium-40, Bismuth-214 (a daughter product of Uranium-238), and
Thallium-208 (a daughter product of Thorium-232). These windows are labeled 'potassium',
'uranium', and 'thorium' respectively. A fourth window—the total count window—measures
gamma ray energy between 0.4 MeV and 3 MeV.

3.3

Navigation, altimetry, and data logging

The navigation system used was an Ashtech G12, 12 channel receiver. Position accuracy
using this system is better than 5 m.
The navigation console was a PNAV 2001 manufactured by the Picodas Group, Ltd. of
Canada. Profile line data are entered into the console and the helicopter pilot can view the
traces. The pilot can see his position with respect to these predefined lines and adjust
accordingly.
The helicopter was equipped with a King KRA-430 radar altimeter that measured height
above ground level, and was recorded digitally and displayed in front of the pilot. The
altimeter is accurate to 5 percent of the true flying height.
The data logging system is an integral part of the Hummingbird electromagnetic system,
manufactured by Geotech, Ltd. of Canada. Data was recorded both digitally and analog for
quality inspection.
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PROCESSING

The data were processed at the Geological Survey of Norway in Trondheim using Geosoft
processing software (Geosoft, 1996) designed for NT operating systems. All maps were
constructed from grids with a 50-m cell size. Obvious inaccuracies in navigation were
manually removed from the data. The datum used for navigation was WGS84 and the
projection was UTM zone 32.
Total field magnetic data: The data were inspected flight-by-flight and any cultural
anomalies were identified and manually removed. A base station correction was applied to
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each flight using corrections based on the diurnal measurements from the base station
magnetometer at Valle.
Radiometric data: The Geosoft radiometric processing package (Geosoft, 1995) follows the
window stripping processing procedure outlined in International Atomic Energy Agency
Technical Report No. 323 (IAEA, 1991). A narrow nonlinear filter was applied to the
radiometric data to remove spikes and a low pass filter was applied to smooth the data slightly
prior to further processing. Background radiation levels were estimated by flying background
calibration lines over water, usually two per flight, and by analyzing flight lines passing over
lakes. After background reduction, the data were corrected for spectral overlap using
experimentally determined stripping ratios. Atmospheric radon does not appear to have been a
major source of data contamination in any of the flights. The processed data are presented as
ground concentrations of Uranium, Potassium, and Thorium, and as ground level total counts.
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MAPS PRODUCED

Maps were produced at scale 1:50 000. The geophysical data are displayed in the form of
colour contour maps with a shaded relief effect. The shading (shadowing) effect is based on a
light source in the northeast. The grid cell size for all maps was 50 meters.
A list of the 14 maps produced is shown on page 3 of this report. These maps can be ordered
from the NGU either in digital form or as hard-copies.
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